6 DAYS /
5 NIGHTS AMAZING
Kuala Lumpur - Narita

TOKYO
Tokyo

SHIBUYA CROSSINGSTREET

B /-/After breakfast, you will have your own leisure by
having your own activity

Assemble at KLIA for your departure flight to Narita. Meet
the tour escort from our company. Upon arrival in Narita,
transfer to Narita Airport Hotel.

Optional Tour : Tokyo Disneyland , Tokyo Tower,
Observation Deck , Tokyo Sky Hop On Hop Off Bus.
Overnight in Tokyo.

Narita - Mount Fuji
B / L/D
After breakfast, transfer to visit to Oshino Hakkai is
revered as the “spring of the gods” since long ago, many
legends have been told about this site. There are eight
springs at Oshino Hakkai Springs. Next, we will have
lunch. Then, visit to a widely known symbol of Japan Fuji
Subaru Line 5th. Straddling Yamanashi and shizouka
Prefectures, Mt. Fuji is a widely known symbol of Japan
At 3,3773 meters. Mount Fuji is Japan’s tallest mountain.
Next, visit to Lake Kawaguchi is located in the border
Fujikawaguchiko and Minobo, southern Yamanashi
Prefecture near Mount Fuji, Japan. Overnight in Mount
Fuji.

Tokyo - Narita

MOUNT FUJI

ODAIBA SEASIDEPARK

B / L /D
Today will visit to Tsukiji Market is a large wholesale
market for fish. After that, transfer to Tokyo Imperial
Palace one of the most well-known bridges in Japan.
Next, Harajuku it is the center of Japan’s most
extreme teenage cultures and fashion styles, but also
offers shopping for adults and some historic sights.
Next, Odaiba Seaside Park. This is a man-made
seaside park where you can fully enjoy Tokyo’s
waterfront. Asakusa & Sensoji Temple is a Buddhist
temple located in Asakusa. It is one of Tokyo’s most
colorful and popular temples. Finally, will have our
dinner and transfer to Narita Airport Hotel.

Optional : Kawaguchiko Gondola Ropeway (JPY 900)

Narita Airport - KLIA
B / - /-

Mount Fuji - Tokyo
B / L /D
After breakfast, transfer back to Tokyo, continue by
having lunch. Next, visit is Shibuya Crossing Street
"Shibuya" is also used to refer to the shopping district
which surrounds, Shibuya one of Tokyo's busiest railway
stations. This area is known as one of the fashion centres
of Japan, particularly for young people, and as a major
nightlife area. Next, will visit to Tokyo Camii Mosque.
The largest mosque in Japan, it’s located in the Oyamacho district of Shibuya ward in Tokyo. Last visit to
Akihabara is Tokyo’s ‘Electric Town’. The area houses
thousands of shops selling every technological gadget
you can imagine. Finally, will have our dinner and
transfer back to hotel. Overnight in Tokyo.

AKIHABARA

Check out and proceed to Narita Airport. After
breakfast, take shuttle bus from hotel to airport.

INCLUDE
- Return flight ticket
- 1 Night Stay At Mount Fuji Area (3-star
accommodation)
- 2 Night Stay In Tokyo Area (3-star
accommodation)
- 2 Night Stay in Narita Airport (3-star
accommodation)
- 5 Breakfast, 3 Lunch , 3 Dinner
- Halal food/ Muslim friendly
- English speaking guide
- Travel Insurance
- Tour as per itinerary
- Private transportation

TERMS & CONDITIONS
• All meals arrangement is based on halal, seafood and muslim meal
• Rates are based on MYR and per person basis
• Child rates apply from 2 to 11 years old
• RM 500 deposit are required upon booking
• We reserve the right to change the schedule and omit any part of activities due to unexpected matter
• Transport maximum usage up to 10 hours per day
• We reserve the right to change the tour prices with or without notice due to increasing hotel rates, airfares
and transportation costs as well as exchange rate fluctuation
• Balance payment must be made 45 working days before departure

EXCLUDE
- Lunch & Dinner on Day 4
- Optional Tour : Kawaguchiko Gondola Ropeway,
Tokyo Disneyland ,Tokyo Tower, Observation Deck
,Tokyo Sky Hop on Hop OffBus
- Personal Expenses

Operated by :
WWM Travel (M) Sdn Bhd (836923A) (KPL: 5942)
52-1, Jalan Metro Pudu 2, Fraser Business Park, 55100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

+603

9223 8833

email: ask@2290musafir.com

